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The class diagram is one of the diagrams included in UML 2.5, classified in structure diagrams, and, as such, is used to represent the elements that make up the information system from a static point of view. It is important to note that this is the reason why this chart does not include how different elements behave throughout the run, this function can be
presented through a behavior chart such as a sequence chart or a case chart. The class chart is a chart that is purely object-oriented programming model because it identifies the classes that will be used as they move to the construction phase and how they are related. The famous Entity-Relationship (I/R) model, not assembled in UML, can be equated to
distance, has a similar usefulness: data presentation and interaction. Both diagrams show a logical model of system data. The UML Chart elements consist of two elements: classes, relationships, and interfaces. Class classes are the main element of the diagram and represent, as the name suggests, a class in the object orientation paradigm. These types of
items are commonly used to represent business concepts or entities. The class identifies a group of objects that have common characteristics, conditions, and meaning. The quickest way to find classes on a application, a business idea, or, in general, a specific topic, is to look for nouns that appear in it. Examples include animal, Person, Message, File... This
is a very broad concept, and it is important to effectively identify these classes if it does not properly a number of problems will be obtained at later stages, having to re-analyze and lose some or all of the work that has been done up to this point. The class alignment consists of three elements: class name, attributes, functions. These elements are included in
the view (or not, depending on the level of analysis). A field is used to represent a class with these elements, which is divided into three zones using horizontal lines: the first of the zones is used for the class name. If the class is abstract, its Italian name will be used. The second of the zones is used to write class attributes, one per line and using the following
format: visibility nombre_atributo : type - initial value - properties - Although it is an official way to write them, it is common to simplify only by posting and a guy or just a name. The last of the zones includes each of the features offered by the class. Like attributes, it follows the following format: visibility nombre_funcion - options - type-return - properties - Just
as with attributes is usually simplified, indicating only the name of the function, and sometimes the returned type. Class Notation Both attributes and functions include at the beginning of the description the visibility that it will have. This appearance is identified by entering the symbol and may be: (I) Public. Represents that an attribute or feature can be
accessed from anywhere in the app. (-) Private. Imagine that you can only access an attribute or function from one class. Protected. Imagine that an attribute or function can only be accessed from the same class or from the classes that inherit from it (derivative classes). These three types of visibility are the most common. However, others can be included
based on the programming language used (not very often). For example: (/) Derivative or (-) package. The example class might be this: Class Example In case an attribute or function is static, it is presented on a diagram, pouring its name. A static function is defined as a function that is shared for each class and not instantly for every object in that class. This
is a very common concept. Relationship Relationship Relationships Determine Addiction. This dependence may be between two or more classes (more common) or one class made by itself (less common but exists), the latter type of addiction is called reflexive dependence. The relationship is represented by a line that joins the classes, this line will change
depending on the type of relationship relationship relationship relationship in the class chart there are several properties that depending on the depth you want to give the chart will be presented or not. These properties are: Diversity. That is the number of elements in the class that are involved in the relationship. You can enter the room, the range... N or No is
used to identify any number. The name of the association. Sometimes you write an association that will help you understand relationships that have two classes. Verbs such as: The company hires n employees An example of employee relationship relationship Class types chart includes the following types of relationship: Association. Aggregation.
Composition. Dependence. Inheritance. Association This type of relationship is most common and is used to represent semantic dependence. It is represented by a simple continuous line that connects the classes included in the Association. An example of an association is: A pet belongs to a human being. An example of an aggregation association is a
hierarchical view, pointing to the object and the parts that make up the object. That is, it represents a relationship in which one object is part of another, but it still has to exist on its own. Presented by a line that has a diamond in the part of the class, which is the aggregation of another class (i.e. in a class that contains others). An example of this relationship
might be: Tables are made of wooden boards and screws or, in other words, screws and boards are part of the table. As you can see, the screw can be part of a larger number of objects, so it is particularly interested in its abstraction in another class. An example of the aggregation of a composition Composition is similar to aggregation, representing a
hierarchical relationship between an object and the parts that make it up, but in a stronger way. In this case, the elements that are part of them have no sense of existence when the former does not exist. That is, when an element containing others disappears, they all have to disappear because they do not make sense to themselves, but depend on the
element they make up. In addition, they tend to have the same life expectancy. Components are not separated between multiple elements, this is another difference with aggregation. It is represented by a continuous line with a filled diamond in the class that consists. An example of this relationship might be: An airline flight consists of passengers, which is
the same as saying that a passenger is assigned to a flight An example of the difference between aggregation and composition The difference between aggregation and composition is semantic, so sometimes it is not quite defined. None of them is unparalleled in many programming languages (such as Java). The unit is a whole, consisting of several parts;
thus, the Committee is the totality of its members. A meeting is a set of agendas, rooms and participants. There is no link at the time of deployment. (The meeting does not contain a room). Similarly, parts of the unit may do other things in other parts of the program, so they may be referenced by several objects that have nothing to do with it. In other words,
there is no difference between aggregation and the simple use connection. In both cases, the object has links to other objects. While there is no difference in implementation, it is certainly worth capturing the relationship in the UML chart, both because it helps to better understand the domain model, and because there may be problems that may go
unnoticed. You can allow stricter relationships in aggregation than with simple use, for example. Composition, on the other hand, involves an even stricter link than aggregation, and certainly includes deterrence. The basic requirement is that if the object class (called container) consists of other objects (so-called elements), the elements will appear and will
also be destroyed as a collateral effect of creating or destroying the container. It is rare to say that the product is not declared private. An example would be the customer's name and address. A client without a name or address doesn't matter. For the same reason, when a customer is destroyed, it makes no sense to keep the name and address. (Compare
this situation with aggregation, where the destruction of the Committee should not lead to the destruction of members, as they may be members of other committees.) Dependence This type of relationship is used to represent what one class requires from another to provide its capabilities. It is very simple and represented by a dotted arrow, ranging from a
class that needs the usefulness of another arrow to it. An example of this relationship is this: An example of inheritance dependency Another very common link in a class chart is inheritance. Such relationships allow a class (class or subclass) to receive attributes and methods of another class (parent class or superclass). These received attributes and
methods are added to those that the class has in itself. Used in relationships this a. An example of such relationships can be: fish, dog and cat are animals. An example of inheritance In this example, all three classes (Fish, Dog, Cat) will be able to use the breathing function as they inherit it from the animal class, but only the Pisces class will be able to swim,
the Bark Dog class and the Maullar Cat class. The animal class may consider an abstract definition, although this is not necessary. The interface is an entity that announces a number of attributes, functions and obligations. This is a kind of contract where any instance associated with the interface must implement the services specified in this interface.
Because they only declarations they can't be instantiated. The interfaces are related to classes. The connection between the class and the interface means that this class corresponds to the contract specified by the interface, that is, includes those functions and attributes specified by the interface. His presentation is similar to the classes, but points above the
words of the ltinterface. Interface Notation How to draw a chart of a class chart of a chart go hand in hand with an object-oriented layout. So, know the basics of thethis type of design is a key part of being able to draw effective class diagrams. Such diagrams are requested when describing a static representation of the system or its functionality. A few small
steps that you can use as a guide to building these diagrams are: Identify the names of classEs The first step is to identify the main features of the system. Classes usually correspond to nouns in a problem domain. Distinguish relationships The next step is to determine how each of the classes or objects relates to each other. Look for common ground and
abstraction between them; It will help you group them together while drawing a class chart. Create the first structure, add class names, and link them to the appropriate connectors, focusing on cardinality or inheritance. Leave the attributes and functions for later as soon as the chart structure is resolved. Good practice of charting classes We recommend
following these guidelines or tips that, while not mandatory, will make class diagrams more useful: class diagrams can generally become incompatible as they expand and grow. It is best to avoid creating large diagrams and divide them into smaller ones that may be linked to each other later. Using a simple category, you can quickly create a high-level review
of your system. You can create a detailed chart separately as needed, and even link it to the first for easy links. The more lines block class diagrams, the more crowded they become and therefore the more difficult they are to use. The reader will be confused trying to find their way. Make sure there are no two crossed borders between them if you don't have a
choice. Use colors for a group of shared modules. Different colors in different classes help the reader distinguish between different groups. Examples of The Class Veterinary Clinical Chart Class Example Chart Class of the zoological class Chart Example 2 Chart Class A Shop Example 3 Class Chart Library Management Library Management (Source:
Metricv3 Ministry of Public Administration)) Do you want to collaborate with this website? Send us your UML charts in aportaciones@diagramasuml.com serve as an example to others! You can also contact us through the Contact Page. Contact. iron man 3 full movie in hindi download pagalmovies. iron man 3 full movie in hindi download filmyhit. iron man 3
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